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ABSTRACT

AN EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF MAGNETORHEOLOGICAL (MR) DAMPING FOR
VIBRATION MITIGATION
William Ralph Deaton IV, M.S.T
Western Carolina University (June 2015)
Advisor: Dr. Sudhir Kaul

Magnetorheological (MR) dampers have emerged as a viable means of semi-active damping in multiple
industry applications. The semi-active nature of these dampers is a significant attribute since the damper
functions as a passive damper in the event of a failure. While there have been other smart materials like
ferroelectric, piezoelectric, shape memory alloys, etc. that have been successfully used, MR fluids exhibit
a unique combination of completely reversible effect, very low response time, high durability and very
low energy requirements that make them suitable for vibration control in a wide variety of applications.
This study presents results from an experimental investigation that has been carried out to evaluate the
performance of a MR damper for vibration mitigation. The capability of a commercial MR damper to
isolate a payload from base excitation is analyzed and the damper parameters are identified to simulate
the capability of the damper with regards to transmissibility. Simulation results are presented for multiple
levels of damping exhibited by the MR damper. Multiple iterations of testing have been performed in
order to evaluate the influence of variables such as input current to the electromagnet of the damper, mass
of the payload, excitation frequency and excitation amplitude. Although temperature is known to be a
significant parameter that influences the performance of the MR damper, it has not been critical for the
purposes of this study. This can be primarily attributed to the small displacement amplitudes that have
been used for excitation. Results indicate that the MR damper is successful in mitigating vibrations
transmitted to the payload. Vibration mitigation is quantified by comparing the root mean square (RMS)
of the time history of acceleration of the base with that of the payload. Peak values of acceleration are
vii

also compared. Displacement transmissibility results directly demonstrate the variable damping capability
of the MR damper. Although the stiffness constant of the damper may also change, it is not seen to vary
appreciably in this study since the excitation amplitude is limited to a low threshold. The damper is found
to be robust with an inherent ability of handling payload and excitation variability. It is observed that
increasing the input current to the electromagnet around the MR fluid directly results in an increase in
damping, therefore, making the use of these dampers viable in applications where payloads and excitation
inputs are expected to change during operation. These features of robustness and controllability make the
use of MR dampers very attractive in a large range of applications.
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CHAPTER 1 : INTRODUCTION

Active materials are being increasingly investigated to overcome constraints associated with
material selection. Magnetorheological (MR) fluid is one such active material that can offer a range of
damping properties instead of one fixed damping value, as is common with passive dampers. However,
the challenge in using MR dampers is that they exhibit highly nonlinear attributes such as hysteresis,
saturation, etc. Furthermore, direct control of damping characteristics of MR dampers is difficult since
damping levels are governed by the strength of the magnetic field, velocity input, displacement amplitude
as well as operating and fluid temperatures. There is a significant amount of existing literature that
investigates different aspects of usage and control of MR fluids [1 – 3].
MR dampers have been used and investigated for two decades. However, they have not been as
commonly used as traditional dampers, shock absorbers, spring-damper systems, or rubber dampers.
Some comparisons have been drawn between the effectiveness of passive dampers and active damping,
and to identify the pros and cons associated with the use of a smart material such as MR fluid for
damping. Though there is a large body of work in the existing literature on the use and application of MR
dampers, the use of these dampers is still not widespread. The robustness of these dampers in the presence
of variables such as damper current, excitation amplitude, excitation frequency, etc. is still being actively
investigated for various applications. This study focuses on evaluating the performance of a commercial
MR damper in order to comprehend its capability in the presence of multiple variables, with the input
from the shaker table as the primary source of excitation. The study involves an experimental
determination of the variable damping capability of the MR damper, and identification of its semi-active
damping over a range of excitation levels. The aim of this study is to develop a holistic understanding of
the capabilities of the damper, and identify its limitations for vibration mitigation. This thesis seeks to
answer the following questions:
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1. What is the influence of variables such as excitation amplitude, excitation frequency, damper
current, and payload on vibration mitigation capabilities of a MR damper in the presence of
base excitation?
2. How do the damping and stiffness properties of the MR damper change? How do these
changing properties influence vibration mitigation?
1.1.

Scope of Thesis

This thesis examines the capability of a commercially available MR damper through experimental
analysis. The damper is tested on the tensile tester to identify its varying stiffness and damping
characteristics. These characteristics are used to develop a preliminary mathematical model to compute
expected acceleration transmissibility and force transmissibility for a single degree-of-freedom model.
Subsequently, the damper is used to perform testing on the shaker table in the presence of varying
excitation frequency, varying excitation amplitude, varying payload and changing input current of the
electromagnet of the damper. All the variables are changed within the technical capabilities of the damper
as well as the capabilities of the equipment in the laboratory. The acceleration data is captured through
accelerometers and then collected through a data acquisition system. The data is subsequently postprocessed and analyzed in MATLAB®.
It may be noted that this thesis does not aim to determine the optimum settings or conditions for
the damper. This is primarily because the optimum settings will largely depend on the specific application
that the damper is being used for. Also, this thesis does not develop a control algorithm or program to
continuously vary the damping levels. The control algorithm would also significantly depend on the
application for which the damper is being used. The primary contribution of this research is in answering
the research questions identified in the previous section, and in outlining an elaborate experimental
procedure that can be used repeatedly to test a MR damper for vibration mitigation.
1.2.

Overview of Thesis

This section provides an overview of the entire document. In Chapter 1, a brief introduction is
provided along with the research questions and a chapter-by-chapter overview. Chapter 2 discusses the
2

relevant background and the existing literature associated with this study. Literature on semi-active
control and active materials is also briefly discussed in this chapter.
Chapter 3 discusses the mathematical model that has been developed to simulate a single degreeof-freedom system that is subject to base excitation. The parameters identified from tensile testing of the
MR damper are used for the model. Overall results of expected acceleration and force transmissibility
with varying damping levels are also presented in this chapter.
Chapter 4 presents all the details associated with the development of the experimental setup. The
experimental results are discussed and analyzed in detail. Chapter 5 summarizes the main findings and the
main results of this study. Trends observed with multiple test parameters are also discussed in this
chapter. The future scope of research for this study is also discussed in this chapter.
1.3.

Key Terms

Following is a list of some of the key terminology that is relevant to this thesis and will be used
throughout the document:
Rheology – The study of the flow and deformation of matter.
Magnetorheological fluid (MR fluid) – A fluid whose viscosity and flow characteristics can be
altered with the application of a magnetic field [4].
Hysteresis – This is a property associated with the time dependence of a parameter. It is exhibited
by many dynamic systems.
Damper – A device designed to mitigate the transfer of forces from one object to another
connected object. A damper can be passive, semi-active or active.
Shaker table – An electro-dynamic testing device that can generate a wide range of frequencies
and amplitudes of vibration.
Shaker Base (Base) – The top plate of the shaker table that can be used as the test table.
Payload – The load connected to the damper that is excited through the shaker table.
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CHAPTER 2 : LITERATURE REVIEW

Researchers have been studying various means of minimizing the forces transmitted from one
structural member to another for a very long time, particularly for applications where vibrations can cause
damage or fatigue over a period of time. This chapter lists some recent research from the existing
literature that is relevant to the content of this study. This chapter also provides the pertinent background
information that is not covered in Chapter 1. A brief discussion is provided on the findings from some of
the research that has been reviewed during the course of this study.
2.1.

Magnetorheological Fluid

Magnetorheological (MR) fluid belongs to a group of materials classified as “smart materials”
due to their ability to change their properties in response to an external stimulus [4]. MR fluids change
their rheological (fluid or plastic flow) properties through the application of an external magnetic field.
There are multiple means of using this fluid in applications such as MR elastomers, MR fluids, and MR
foams. Usage of MR fluid in a damper is pretty common and is the focus of this study.
MR fluid is a dense suspension of magnetized particles dispersed within a supporting liquid
medium, usually oil or silicone-based. The magnetized particles in the fluid are typically 10-7 to 10-5
meters in diameter [4]. Without the influence of a magnetic field, the particles are uniformly distributed
within the supporting medium, behaving as a viscous fluid. Upon application of a magnetic field, the
particles re-orient themselves into alignment of the field, providing a structural rigidity to the fluid. Up to
a limit, an increase in the strength of the magnetic field directly increases the effective viscosity of the
fluid. This transition is completely reversible and can be achieved in milliseconds [1, 4]. An illustration of
MR fluid structure, with and without a magnetic field, can be seen in Figure 2.1. It may be noted that
another material called as the Electro-Rheological (ER) fluid exhibits similar properties. ER fluids exhibit
properties that are similar to MR fluids with a similar makeup of particles of significantly small size that
are suspended in an oil-based medium, but the primary difference is in the mode of activation – an
electrical field as opposed to a magnetic field. Despite the similarities between ER and MR fluids, a
4

significant drawback to extensive usage of ER fluids is their requirement of a very high electrical field,
often approaching 5kV/mm. In comparison, an electromagnet controlling the MR fluids may require up to
12V to produce an equivalent effect [5].

Figure 2.1: Magnetorheological fluid [6].

By varying the strength of a magnetic field within close proximity of the MR fluid, the effective
yield strength of the fluid can be directly modified by using an electromagnet with a change in the input
current of the electromagnet. MR fluids can be used in various operational modes. The three main modes
are the valve or flow mode, the shear mode, and the squeeze mode [4]. These modes are illustrated in
Figure 2.2.

5

Figure 2.2: Operation modes for Magnetorheological fluids [4].

There are pros and cons to each of the three modes that have been discussed in the relevant
literature along with the design and applications of the dampers using these three modes [1]. For the
purposes of this study, the valve mode is of particular interest since it is commonly used in MR dampers.
2.2.

Magnetorheological Damping

While passive dampers in the form of hydraulic dashpots have existed for a long time in various
forms, dampers that exhibit an ability to vary their damping properties are relatively more recent.
Although a mechanical adjustment of the size of the fluid aperture can be used to vary damping levels,
these designs have severe limitations in terms of their operating range, and also exhibit a relatively long
response time. MR dampers mitigate these limitations with near-infinite adjustability and a response time
measuring in milliseconds. This has made the use of MR damping possible in applications that can benefit
from semi-active damping.
2.2.1.

Applications and Devices
Currently, the most well-known application of MR dampers is within the automotive sector under

such trade names as “MagnaRide” that has been developed by General Motors [5]. Manufacturers of
some high-end vehicles are taking advantage of the MR damper’s easily-adjustable properties to provide a
driver-selectable suspension setting that can overcome the tradeoff between handling and ride comfort. A
passive suspension system typically involves a compromise between ride comfort and handling since the
choice of the design parameters associated with these characteristics meets the needs of one at the
6

expense of the other. The 2016 Chevrolet Camaro is an example of a vehicle featuring the “MagnaRide”
system, allowing for selection of pre-determined ride settings, such as a “Sport” or “Track” mode, with
MR dampers serving as the adjustable suspension components.
2.2.2.

Semi-active Control
MR dampers are categorized as “semi-active”. This indicates that these dampers retain some of

their damping properties even when there is no power supply, or even when the controller fails. In such
cases the damper reverts to a passive state, working as a passive damper. This property is a significant
advantage over similar systems which are not semi-active, since in the event of a power failure (or other
similar failures) the MR damper can continue to function as a damper, albeit at a potentially reduced
capacity. This is an advantage over fully active dampers that have significant power requirements, and
lead to complete breakdown in case of a power failure or a controller failure.
The development of control algorithms for MR dampers becomes complex due to some specific
characteristics exhibited by the fluids such as hysteresis and saturation. These characteristics and issues
associated with shear thickening and temperature dependence of the fluid have been investigated in the
existing literature [2, 3]. Furthermore, control characteristics are important since damping levels cannot
be controlled directly. Damping is controlled indirectly by changing the current input to the electromagnet
that in turn governs the damping levels [2]. There has also been a significant amount of research in the
development of mathematical models that can be used to simulate the behavior of MR fluids. These
models include high fidelity models such as the Bouc-Wen model [7] with an inherent evolutionary
variable and multiple parameters that can be used to represent the hysteretic behavior. The Bouc-Wen
model is accurate but computationally intensive and could be difficult to implement in an online control
environment. However, this model is pretty accurate for the purposes of simulation, as demonstrated in
the literature [7]. Recursive models have been used by incorporating the time history of displacement and
velocity [8, 9] in order to explore possible models that can be used for control. Such models have an
inherent ability to adapt to changing inputs and operating conditions, and can be used to predict the
expected damping force that can in turn be used to compute control parameters. However, it has been
7

reported that including force feedback in the recursive model is critical and may not be practical in some
applications [9]. It is pointed out in the literature that the performance of a suspension system that uses
MR dampers is largely dependent on the choice of the control algorithm [10]. It is, therefore, crucial to
perform elaborate testing in order to clearly determine the influence of control parameters on the
capability of a suspension system that uses MR dampers.
2.3.

Magnetorheological Damping - Vibration Mitigation

Experimental aspects of vibration mitigation have been studied with semi-active dampers that can
be tuned [11] by using a paddle damper. This study is important to the research presented in this
document because of some similarities in the experimental techniques. Sarigul-Klijn et all [11] created an
MR damper by saturating a section of open-cell foam with commercially available MR fluid, and
activated it with an electromagnet. A shaker table was used to generate vibrational forces, and
accelerometers were attached to the base of the shaker as well as the payload situated on top of the
damper. The acceleration of the payload was compared to the acceleration of the base in terms of
hysteresis loops. These loops could be analyzed to determine the level of damping of the device. Figure
2.3 shows one such hysteresis plot from this paper.
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Figure 2.3: Acceleration hysteresis plot [11].

A quarter-car model is commonly used in the dynamic analysis of suspensions systems for
automobiles. One such study includes the experimental analysis of alternative semi-active control
methods [12]. This study tested three different control policies for semi-active dampers. The study used a
MR damper that was built in what is referred to as a “quarter-car” test setup. The ratio between the sprung
mass and input displacement was measured and compared between the three policies. Some aspects of
this study are relevant to this research since the MR damper was used in evaluating control strategies for
the suspension system.
Another study on the use of a semi-active suspension system using MR fluids was tested on the
road and showed a comparison between passive damping and MR damping [13]. This study replaced the
passive dampers on a vehicle’s suspension with MR dampers that were controlled by an algorithm that
was developed specifically for the study. The test vehicle was driven over a road surface at various
speeds, and the ride quality was monitored by a number of accelerometers placed throughout the vehicle.
According to this study, “None of the previously published works on MR dampers deals with the
9

investigation of vehicle suspension system installed with MR dampers under the real road profile”. This
study has been useful for comparing the results obtained in the proposed research. Other studies have also
evaluated the mechanical performance of a MR damper experimentally [14], particularly to determine the
controllability of the damper with the change of current of the electromagnet.
The use of magnetorheological dampers has also been investigated for shock isolation [15] to
investigate the practical aspects associated with replacing a passive shock isolation system with a semiactive shock isolation system consisting of a MR damping system. However, this study was entirely
theoretical, and incorporated several control methods to assess shock isolation without any experimental
validation.
The experimental setup for this research study resembles the setup used in other similar studies
(e.g. [11]). This setup consists of a shaker table that provides a vibration input directly to the damper that
is mounted on the shaker table. The payload is assembled to the damper and is excited through the shaker
table. The transmissibility plots and the acceleration hysteresis plots resulting from this test setup of the
MR damper are directly compared to passive damping settings and to the multiple settings of the damper.
2.4.

Conclusion

In summary, the literature study conducted for this research has been used to identify some
critical parameters associated with MR fluids and MR dampers. These parameters have been useful for
designing the experimental setup and for developing the test matrix for this study. Additionally, the
literature study has been used to develop an understanding of MR dampers and to build an overall context
for the research.
This thesis tests the robustness of a commercial MR damper in order to quantify its capability to
mitigate vibrations in a controllable manner. Acceleration transmissibility is evaluated for a base shaking
configuration and the influence of multiple parameters such as the input current to the electromagnet,
displacement amplitude, and input frequency is evaluated. The theoretical models used for this research
are discussed in Chapter 3 followed by the presentation of experimental results in Chapter 4. Chapter 5
lists the conclusions and the scope for future work.
10

CHAPTER 3 : DAMPING CHARACTERISTICS AND MODELING

This chapter discusses the mathematical model used to analyze displacement and force
transmissibility of the damper. The results are compared to an undamped system in order to evaluate the
use of active damping. The analysis results are discussed in detail.
3.1.

Transmissibility

The capabilities of the magnetorheological (MR) Damper used in this study can be expressed in
terms of transmissibility. However, since the damper behavior can be controlled by the current input to
the electromagnet, the transmissibility of this damper exhibits varying characteristics. In this study,
acceleration at the excitation source has been directly measured and compared to the acceleration of the
isolated mass (payload). Theoretically, these accelerations are typically expressed in terms of a ratio
between the payload and the base to evaluate acceleration transmissibility.
To obtain the damper parameters, a universal testing machine has been used to load the damper
under various conditions and levels of current input to the damper. This testing yielded the forcedeflection and force-velocity characteristics, enabling the identification of the MR damper parameters
seen in Table 3.1. This testing and test setup are discussed in detail in Chapter 4. In Table 3.1, ki is the
stiffness of the MR damper; ci is the damping constant, and the damping ratio,

=

.

Table 3.1: Damper Parameters.
Current
ki
(A)
(N/m)
0
0.5
1
1.5

100
150
150
150

3.2.

ci
(Ns/m)
2.5
20
30
37.5

ζi
(m = 11.5
kg)
0.037
0.240
0.361
0.451

ζi
(m =
14.9 kg)
0.032
0.211
0.317
0.396

Frequency Response

Looking at the difference in the frequency response between the base and payload,
transmissibility of vibrations can be directly compared. The frequency response charts that were created
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in this study show the differences in the frequency response of the base (input) and payload (output). The
data that was collected during testing was in time domain and has been transformed into frequency
domain by applying the Fast Fourier transform, and noise has been removed by using a Butterworth filter.
The transformed is then plotted to compare the base and payload signals. One such example of a
frequency response chart is shown in Figure 3.1, generated from the experimental data. All the plots for
the test configurations will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4.

Figure 3.1: Frequency response plot, logarithmic scale; payload of 11.5 kg, damper current of 0.5A,
frequency sweep from 9-16 Hz, amplitude of 400 mVpp.

3.3.

Modeling

To create a mathematical model to examine transmissibility and frequency response, a simplified
spring-mass-damper model has been used. This is a single degree of freedom system with a lumped mass
that is excited at the base, as seen in Figure 3.2 below.
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x

m

ci
ki
xb

Figure 3.2: Base Excitation Model – 1 DOF.

The governing equation for the model shown in Figure 3.2 is shown in Equation 3.1.
+

−

+

−

=

(3.1)

In Equation 3.1 and Figure 3.2, m is the mass, ki is the stiffness of the damper, and ci is the
damping constant of the system. The subscript ‘i’ is indicative of the MR damper’s ability to change its
properties with the change of input current to the electromagnet. Also, x is the displacement of the
isolated mass (m), xb is the displacement of the base, and f is the external force acting on the mass.
Displacement and acceleration transmissibility are both expressed as ratios of the payload to the base,
using displacement or acceleration values as appropriate. These ratios are mathematically equal, as shown
in Equation 3.2 below. The second part of the equation relates the parameters from Table 3.1 and the
frequency ratio (excitation frequency over natural frequency of the system) to transmissibility.
=

=

=

=

!
" # !$

!
!

%

&
!

(3.2)

In Equation 3.2, the subscripts ‘d’ and ‘a’ refer to displacement and acceleration, respectively. Td
is the displacement transmissibility and Ta is the acceleration transmissibility. Also, ri is the frequency
ratio between the base excitation frequency and the natural frequency. Force transmissibility (Tf) can be
directly computed from the displacement transmissibility as:
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(3.3)

The capability of the damper can be assessed from displacement transmissibility and force
transmissibility. However, there is an inherent trade-off between force transmissibility and displacement
transmissibility for the frequency ratio of ri > √2. This will be demonstrated further in the subsequent
discussion for the damper used in this study.
3.4.

Modeling – Results and Discussion

The simulations for displacement and force transmissibility are presented in this section.
MATLAB® has been used for all mathematical modeling. The data from Table 3.1 is used for the
simulations. In the plots, the X-axis is the ratio of excitation frequency to the natural frequency of the
system and the Y-axis is the transmissibility. Only four current levels are used since the stiffness (ki) and
damping (ci) constants are not seen to change appreciably with small changes in current. The damping
ratio is calculated for the two payloads that are used for experimentation, and is listed in Table 3.1. It can
be seen from the data that the damping constant increases with the increasing current input while the
stiffness constant does not change appreciably. This has also been reported in the existing literature. The
displacement transmissibility and force transmissibility plots for the base excitation system shown in
Figure 3.2, with the use of the MR damper, are shown in Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4. As can be seen from
Figure 3.3, increasing the input current reduces displacement transmissibility before the frequency ratio of
√2, whereas there is an increase in displacement transmissibility with increasing input current after the
frequency ratio of √2.
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Figure 3.3: Displacement Transmissibility versus normalized excitation frequency as a function of input
current.

As seen in Figure 3.3, the displacement transmissibility has a predictable shape for all the current
levels, even though the magnitude of the peak varies with current applied to the damper. Beyond a
frequency ratio of approximately √2, the five plots exhibit a mitigation of transmissibility, with the lower
level of damping (lower current) resulting in lower transmissibility (Td). It may be noted that Figure 3.3
represents acceleration transmissibility as well.
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Figure 3.4: Force Transmissibility versus normalized excitation frequency as a function of input current.

Figure 3.4 shows the force transmissibility plot for the MR damper, and compares it to an
undamped system. This plot shows that the change in current to the damper has a significant effect on
force transmissibility over the change in frequency. With an increase in current, the force transmissibility
reduces with the increase of frequency ratio until the frequency ratio of √2. The undamped system is
identical to the damper with 0A current input.
3.5.

Conclusion

Comparing Figures 3.3 and 3.4, after reaching the frequency ratio of approximately √2, the
displacement and force transmissibility characteristics of the MR damper sharply diverge from each other.
While Td starts at 1, with base displacement being matched by the payload, with an increase in frequency
ratio (beyond the natural frequency) Td decreases, approaching 0. Figure 3.4 shows that Tf is near 0 at low
frequency ratios, and increases with the natural frequency. Similar to displacement transmissibility, the
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current level has a significant impact on the magnitude of the peak. Current level continues to have an
impact on the shape of the plot beyond the natural frequency, with an increasing current level increasing
the Tf value. The divergence of the two models at the frequency ratio of √2 suggests a trade-off between
force and displacement transmissibility beyond that frequency. The findings from the mathematical
models match expectations from the relevant literature.
The behavior of the MR damper can be directly attributed to the increase in damping with the
increasing input current that governs the behavior of the electromagnet of the damper. However, a crucial
difference between a passive damper and the MR damper is that the damping levels can be changed
continuously to meet the requirements of the isolation system with a changing payload or with a changing
excitation frequency. The results from force transmissibility in Figure 3.4 are consistent with the findings
from the displacement transmissibility plot, highlighting the ability of the MR damper to meet the needs
of active damping. It may be noted that there are multiple models of an MR damper in the existing
literature, particularly in order to represent hysteresis and saturation behavior over large displacement
amplitudes. However, the focus of this study is on small amplitudes of displacements. Therefore, these
models have not been used for the purposes of this study.
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CHAPTER 4 : EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This chapter presents the highlights of the experimental results obtained during the course of the
study. The steps involved in planning and executing the experimental work are also included. The results
are analyzed and discussed in detail.
4.1.

Damper Characterization

The magnetorheological (MR) damper used in this study was procured from LORD Corporation.
This is a mono-tube damper (RD-8041-1) with a maximum stroke length of 74 mm, a body diameter of
42.1 mm and a maximum extended length of 248 mm. The input current to the electromagnet can be
varied up to a maximum of 2 A with an intermittent input, and up to 1.5 A with a constant input. The MR
damper and the controller kit used in this study are shown in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: MR Damper and Control Kit.

The damper used in this study was characterized in order to establish a baseline that could be
used to comprehend the behavior of the damper. The characterization results were used to identify the
stiffness behavior of the damper at different input currents to the electromagnet. Since the MR damper
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exhibits a semi-active behavior, it is essential to characterize the damper at different levels of input
current. A series of tests were performed on a Universal Tensile Testing machine (also called as the
tensile tester). The tensile tester used for these tests is manufactured by Instron (Model No: 5967). A
picture of the test setup used for damper characterization is shown in Figure 4.2. It may be noted that
mounting pins had to be manufactured to clamp the upper and lower end of the damper to the two
grippers of the tensile testing machine, as shown in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2: Test setup for damper characterization.

The use of the mounting pins prevented possible damage to the eyes of the damper, and allowed for some
freedom of rotation. The damper was placed as vertically as possible within the grippers. The following
loading procedure was followed for the testing:
•

Turn on machine and computer, turn on compressed air line for the grippers;

•

Insert a pin into upper (rod end) eye of the damper and place upper end of damper with the pin in
the gripper, ensuring that the faces of the pin contact the surfaces of the grippers, allowing
rotation of the damper body;

•

Close the upper gripper and open the lower gripper;
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•

Lower the upper cross member, allowing the lower damper eye with the inserted pin to descend;

•

Stop movement when lower pin/eye is at an appropriate height to have its faces entirely contacted
by the gripper surface;

•

Close the lower gripper, ensuring that only the faces of the pin are contacted;

•

Move the grippers by 10 mm (closer to each other) to ensure that the damper will not be damaged
by accidental over-extension during testing.

This test procedure ensured that testing is performed midway through the damper stroke. The damper was
firmly held by the grippers of the tensile tester, and the test was conducted in compression. The variables
of interest during this test were the compression rate and the compression force along with the current
supplied to the damper through the controller kit. Relative to full extension, the test range was from 10
mm to 40 mm of compression. It may be noted that the damper has a maximum stroke length of 54 mm.
The testing can be classified into two categories: constant velocity and constant force.
The tests with a constant velocity setting had a response variable of force exerted by the damper.
The load was applied at a variable rate ranging from 10 to 20 mm/min. The input current for the
electromagnet of the damper was varied from 0 to 1.5 A in various increments. The increments and the
variables associated with this test are listed in Table 4.1.
Another series of tests was conducted in order to focus on applying a constant force so as to
determine an appropriate payload for the damper when it is used for testing on the shaker table. This is
specifically important because the damper has an in-built gas charged accumulator. Tests were performed
at multiple constant loads and the current to the electromagnet of the damper was varied.
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Table 4.1: Damper Characterization – list of test runs.

Amperage
Amperage
Amperage
Rate
(A)
Rate (N)
(A)
Rate (N)
(A)
(mm/min)
0.0
10
0.25
10
0.1
10
0.5
10
0.125
10
0.125
10
1
10
0.375
10
1.5
10
Amperage
Rate
Amperage
Amperage
Rate
(A)
(mm/min)
(A)
Rate (N)
(A)
(mm/min)
0
10
0
15
0
20
0.1
10
0.1
15
0.1
20
0.2
10
0.2
15
0.2
20
0.3
10
0.3
15
0.3
20
0.4
10
0.4
15
0.4
20
0.5
10
0.5
15
0.5
20
0.6
10
0.6
15
0.6
20
0.7
10
0.7
15
0.7
20
0.8
10
0.8
15
0.8
20
0.9
10
0.9
15
0.9
20
1
10
1
15
1
20
Some of the test results obtained from the damper characterization are shown in Figure 4.3 and
Figure 4.4. It can be discerned from the force-displacement characteristics that the damper stiffness
increases as the input current to the electromagnet increases. Also, the saturation level is seen to increase
with the increasing strain rate. Note that in both Figures, the “0A’ and “0.1A” lines overlap significantly.
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Figure 4.3: Force-displacement characteristics (at 10 mm/min).

Figure 4.4: Force-displacement characteristics (at 20 mm/min).

The damper parameters identified from the characterization test discussed above are shown in Table 4.2.
Only four current levels are used since the stiffness (ki) and damping (ci) constants are not seen to change
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appreciably with small changes in current. The damping ratio is calculated for the two payloads that were
used for experimentation in shaker testing. It can be seen from the data that the damping constant
increases with the increasing current input while the stiffness constant does not change appreciably. This
has also been reported in the existing literature [7].
Table 4.2: Damper Parameters – two configurations.
Current
(A)

ki
(N/m)

0
0.5
1
1.5

100
150
150
150

ci
(Ns/m)
2.5
20
30
37.5

ζi
(m = 11.5
kg)
0.037
0.240
0.361
0.451

ζi
(m = 14.9
kg)
0.032
0.211
0.317
0.396

The damper characterization discussed in this section is used to develop the shaker table test that will be
discussed in Section 4.2.
4.2.

Shaker Table Testing

A layout of the experimental setup used for the shaker table testing is shown in Figure 4.5. The
shaker table that was used to generate the excitation for this experiment is an Unholtz Dickie model S452
LP (low profile), with a model SA-15 control unit.
Payload
accelerometer
Payload
MR
Damper

Data
acquisition
system

Power supply
& MR control

Base
accelerometer
Shaker table

Controller

Figure 4.5: Experimental setup – block diagram.

As shown in Figure 4.5, The MR damper is connected to the single degree-of-freedom shaker
table to provide base excitation. The piston end of the damper is assembled to the payload and the other
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end of the damper is securely assembled to the top plate of the shaker table. Accelerometers are connected
to the top plate of the shaker table as well as the payload. Both accelerometers are connected to the data
acquisition system. The electromagnet of the MR damper is connected to the controller kit that is in turn
connected to a DC power supply. A National Instruments c-DAQ-9172 with a NI 9234 accelerometer
module is used for data collection at a sampling frequency of 1600 Hz. A pair of Dytran 3019A
accelerometers are used in conjunction with their respective power amplifiers. The shaker table is driven
by its controller through a function generator. An Agilent 33220A 20 MHz Function/Arbitrary waveform
generator was connected to the control unit, and was used to generate the input signal for the shaker table
testing. The armature, the driven part of the shaker, has a pattern of mounting studs permanently attached
to the surface, with each stud having a 3/8-16 threaded hole. It may be noted that data collection is started
after several cycles of excitation in order to allow the system to settle. A picture of the entire test setup is
shown in Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.6: Shaker table test setup.
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Several components were fabricated in order to assemble the test setup. To connect the lower eye
of the damper to the table, a bracket was designed and milled. A mounting bolt was inserted through a
hole in the bracket to connect the damper to the top surface of the shaker table. In order to keep the
damper upright, an aluminum collar was fabricated. This collar was pocketed by using a milling machine
in order to make an interior diameter equal to the outside diameter of the damper body. A slot was cut
through the collar, and a screw was threaded into it so that the tension on the damper could be adjusted.
Initially, a single support bracket was made out of aluminum to limit movement in the axis not
constrained by the damper eye. While this setup did limit unwanted motion of the damper, there was an
excessive side-to-side movement, especially with a payload and with input vibration from the shaker
table. Such a degree-of-freedom could have potentially introduced errors into accelerometer data
collection, or even damaged the damper. A new set of braces was fabricated to support the damper. A
picture of the fixture fabricated to support the damper is shown in Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7: Damper support fixture – partial assembly.
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To enhance the rigidity of the damper support, an additional support was provided. With these
supports, the damper could be centered on the table, with the braces oriented at 90 degrees from each
other. This design located the damper rigidly without providing an additional degree-of-freedom even
after assembling the payload and providing vibrational inputs from the shaker. The final supporting
fixture is shown in Figure 4.8.

Figure 4.8: Damper support fixture – complete assembly.

The payloads for testing were made from a combination of weights, these were selected based on
availability and the overall payload capability of the shaker. The payload weights were built from a
combination of 10 kg, 6.6 kg and 4.9 kg weights. These weights were used to provide payloads of 11.5
Kg and 14.9 Kg for testing. To secure the range of weights to the top of the damper, an aluminum bracket
was made. This bracket fit over the upper eye of the damper, and had a pin pass through the eye and the
bracket to hold them together. Set screws were tapped into the lower part of the bracket to prevent any
relative rotation between the bracket and the damper. A bolt was inserted through the top of the bracket,
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and passed through a plate and the payload weights. The accelerometer fixture for the payload was a
threaded block that went onto the end of the rod, securing the payload. The complete payload assembly
with the accelerometer is shown in Figure 4.9.

Figure 4.9: Payload assembly.

The two accelerometers used to measure acceleration during this study were mounted so as to
allow a comparison of the input excitation with the acceleration experienced by the payload. The
accelerometer mounted on the shaker table was threaded into an insert that had internal ¼-28 threads to
match the accelerometer, and 3/8-16 external threads to match the integrated studs on the shaker table. As
mentioned earlier, and shown in Figure 4.9, the payload accelerometer was threaded directly into a block
that also acted as a nut to secure the payload to the payload bracket and the upper damper eye. Both
accelerometers were connected to power amplifiers, and then to the data acquisition system through
coaxial cables.
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A National Instruments c-DAQ-9172 unit with a NI 9234 accelerometer module was used to
collect the acceleration data through LabView. Each data set was output into a folder with the log name as
the label, and each folder contained three files: a TDMS file, which was the log file and could be opened
using Microsoft Excel; a TDMS_INDEX file used by the software, and a text file that contained the
metadata about the data set, the log name and description, number of samples, log duration, and other
information. Figure 4.10 shows a screen shot of the software interface. Each data collection run was
conducted so as to record analog acceleration signals from two channels ‘0’ and ‘1’ (from the base and
the payload respectively). The settings for both channels were identical. The voltage output from the
accelerometers was discretized at the sampling frequency in terms of millivolts (mV) with a sensitivity of
10 mV/g, as seen in Figure 4.10. It may be noted that the unit ‘g’ represents acceleration due to gravity
(9.81 m/s2), and is a commonly used unit in acceleration measurements. A screen shot of the live data
collection is shown in Figure 4.11.

Figure 4.10: Screen shot of shaker table data collection settings.
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Figure 4.11: Screen shot of shaker table acceleration data collection.

In Figure 4.11, the top graph displays data from channel 0 (base acceleration), and the lower graph
displays data from channel 1 (payload acceleration).
For all the test runs, the shaker table input was provided by the frequency generator through the
controller. The damper was controlled separately by the control module, and the input current to the
electromagnet of the damper was measured by a multimeter. The overall test setup corresponds to the
block diagram shown in Figure 4.5. All post-processing of the data was performed in MATLAB. The
post-processing consisted of filtering the data, transforming the time domain data into frequency domain,
and calculating metrics such as the root mean square (RMS) and the peak values of acceleration to
evaluate vibration mitigation capability of the damper. The output of all the test runs is shown in the next
section. The testing on the shaker table consisted of two main settings – constant frequency, and
frequency sweep. Table 4.3 shows a list of the settings used for each variable.
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Table 4.3: Test Settings (shaker table).

Amplitude (mVpp)
100
200
300
400
600
Static Frequency (Hz)
5
10
15
20
25
30
Frequency Sweeps (Hz)
2-40
5-50
9-16
Current (amps)
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.5
Payload (Kg)
11.5
14.9
All tests runs lasted for two to three minutes. Due to the possibility of an increase in the fluid temperature
during testing, a fan was used during the test runs and temperature was monitored during testing. The
temperature was found to be remain within 65 to 75 degrees Fahrenheit. After the first few runs, the
temperature was not recorded any more since the temperature did not vary significantly.
As seen in Table 4.3, two types of runs were made using the shaker table – constant frequency
runs, and runs with frequency sweeps.
4.3.

Damping Results

This section summarizes all the results. Although a large number of runs were performed at
varying amplitudes and frequencies, a limited amount of data is presented in this section to showcase the
main findings about the capability of the damper.
Figures 4.12 through 4.14 show typical results from the constant frequency testing. The results
indicate that acceleration levels were generally reduced between the table and payload, as seen in the time
response as well as the frequency response. There is no shift in frequency, as seen from the frequency
response, but the accelerations are mitigated. Figure 4.12 shows a comparison between the acceleration of
the table (or base) and the acceleration of the payload in the time domain when the base is excited at 10
Hz. As can be clearly discerned, the acceleration of the payload is significantly mitigated.
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Figure 4.12: Acceleration versus time for a constant excitation frequency (10 Hz, 200mVpp), input
current of 0.4A, payload of 14.9 kg.

Figure 4.13 shows the comparison of the data shown in Figure 4.12 in the frequency domain. The
ability of the damper to mitigate vibration is again apparent, as seen by the significantly lower amplitude
of the payload response in the frequency domain. Figure 4.14 shows a hysteresis plot to further compare
the base acceleration amplitude with the payload acceleration. The difference between the ranges of
acceleration amplitudes can be examined from the hysteresis plot.
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Figure 4.13: Frequency response plot (logarithmic scale) for constant excitation frequency (10 Hz,
200mVpp), input current of 0.4A, payload of 14.9 kg.
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Figure 4.14: Hysteresis plot for constant excitation frequency (10 Hz, 200mVpp), input current of 0.4A,
payload of 14.9 kg.
It may be noted that the frequency response in Figure 4.13 regards to the magnitude of
acceleration in the frequency domain. Output from some more test runs is shown in the subsequent part
of this section, particularly from the test runs involving a frequency sweep from 9 to 16 Hz. Figures 4.15
and 4.16 show one such result for a payload of 11.5 kg in the time and frequency domains respectively.
Some vibration mitigation can be seen from the time domain results in Figure 4.15, and multiple peaks
are observed in Figure 4.16 since the input excitation covers a range of frequency. Mitigation is seen to be
higher in certain frequency ranges due to the inherent natural frequency of the system being tested. This
will be discussed further.
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Figure 4.15: Acceleration versus time for a payload of 11.5 kg, damper current of 0.2A, frequency sweep
from 9-16 Hz, amplitude of 400 mVpp.

Figure 4.16: Frequency response plot, logarithmic scale; payload of 11.5 kg, damper current of 0.2A,
frequency sweep from 9-16 Hz, amplitude of 400 mVpp.
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Figure 4.17 shows a hysteresis plot to compare the ranges of acceleration between the payload
and the base. This plot does not show an appreciable difference between the ranges of acceleration.
However, these results can be interpreted better by comparing peak accelerations and RMS accelerations
at several input currents. This will be discussed in the subsequent part of this section.

Figure 4.17: Payload acceleration versus table acceleration plot; payload of 11.5 kg, damper current of
0.2A, frequency sweep from 9-16 Hz, amplitude of 400 mVpp.

Another set of test results is shown in Figures 4.18 through 4.20. The main distinction between
these results and the results in Figures 4.15 through 4.17 is that the input current to the electromagnet of
the damper has been increased from 0.2 A to 0.7 Hz. Although there is no appreciable difference between
the two set of results in the time and frequency domains, a comparison of the maximum and RMS levels
of acceleration will demonstrate that the increase in the current enhances damping.
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Figure 4.18: Acceleration versus time plot; payload of 11.5 kg, damper current of 0.7A, frequency sweep
from 9-16 Hz, amplitude of 400 mVpp.

Figure 4.19: Frequency response plot, logarithmic scale; payload of 11.5 kg, damper current of 0.7A,
frequency sweep from 9-16 Hz, amplitude of 400 mVpp.
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Figure 4.20: Payload acceleration versus table acceleration plot; payload of 11.5 kg, damper current of
0.7A, frequency sweep from 9-16 Hz, amplitude of 400 mVpp.

Two more sets of results are shown in Figures 4.21 through 4.23 and Figures 4.24 through 4.26
for the higher payload at two distinct current levels. Similar conclusions can be drawn from these
additional sets.
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Figure 4.21: Acceleration versus time plot; payload of 14.9 kg, damper current of 0.2A, frequency sweep
from 9-16 Hz, amplitude of 400 mVpp.

Figure 4.22: Frequency response plot, logarithmic scale; payload of 14.9 kg, damper current of 0.2A,
frequency sweep from 9-16 Hz, amplitude of 400 mVpp.
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Figure 4.23: Payload acceleration versus table acceleration plot; payload of 14.9 kg, damper current of
0.2A, frequency sweep from 9-16 Hz, amplitude of 400 mVpp.

Figure 4.24: Acceleration versus time plot; payload of 14.9 kg, damper current of 0.7A, frequency sweep
from 9-16 Hz, amplitude of 400 mVpp.
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Figure 4.25: Frequency response plot, logarithmic scale; payload of 14.9 kg, damper current of 0.7A,
frequency sweep from 9-16 Hz, amplitude of 400 mVpp.

Figure 4.26: Payload acceleration versus table acceleration plot; payload of 14.9 kg, damper current of
0.7A, frequency sweep from 9-16 Hz, amplitude of 400 mVpp.
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The RMS and peak values of acceleration are computed to compare the levels of acceleration
between the base and the payload. This is done to objectively analyze the test results obtained from
different levels of input current, and in order to comprehend the capability of the damper. Table 4.4
summarizes this comparison for all the runs that were performed for an input of frequency sweeps
between 9 and 16 Hz. All the accelerations in the Table 4.4 are in units of g. It may be noted that the data
presented in this table are not exhaustive, and do not present all the data that were collected as part of this
study. This table is being used to represent some of the highlights of the results obtained during the
testing performed on the shaker table.
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Table 4.4: Comparison – RMS and maximum acceleration.

Root Mean Square (RMS) Acceleration Values, in units of 'g'
Payload of 11.5 kg
Payload of 14.9 kg
Amplitude (mVpp)
Amplitude (mVpp)
Current (A) Location
200
400
600 Current (A) Location
200
400 600
Base
0.0398
Base
0
0
Payload
0.0403
Payload
Base
0.0411
Base
0.0367
0.2
0.2
Payload
0.0408
Payload
0.0364
Base
0.0414
Base
0.0364
0.4
0.4
Payload
0.0408
Payload
0.0364
Base
0.0190 0.0421 0.0553
Base
0.0186 0.0371
0.5
0.5
Payload 0.0184 0.0410 0.0550
Payload 0.0193 0.0366
Base
0.0414
Base
0.0367
0.6
0.6
Payload
0.0409
Payload
0.0365
Base
0.0189 0.0414 0.0550
Base
0.0367
0.7
0.7
Payload 0.0183 0.0408 0.0550
Payload
0.0365
Base
Base
0.0477
1
1
Payload
Payload
0.0367
Base
Base
0.0372
1.5
1.5
Payload
Payload
0.0369
Maximum Acceleration Values, in units of 'g'
Payload of 11.5 kg
Payload of 14.9 kg
Amplitude (mVpp)
Amplitude (mVpp)
Current (A) Location
200
400
600 Current (A) Location
200
400 600
Base
0.0951
Base
0
0
Payload
0.0911
Payload
Base
0.1073
Base
0.1373
0.2
0.2
Payload
0.0970
Payload
0.0710
Base
0.1190
Base
0.0894
0.4
0.4
Payload
0.0931
Payload
0.0695
Base
0.0991 0.1593 0.1384
Base
0.0651 0.1796
0.5
0.5
Payload 0.0544 0.0959 0.1056
Payload 0.0677 0.0740
Base
0.1857
Base
0.1310
0.6
0.6
Payload
0.0974
Payload
0.0701
Base
0.0795 0.1855 0.1507
Base
0.0830
0.7
0.7
Payload 0.0440 0.0990 0.1180
Payload
0.0712
Base
Base
0.8765
1
1
Payload
Payload
0.0943
Base
Base
0.1615
1.5
1.5
Payload
Payload
0.1276
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The comparison between the RMS and peak values of acceleration between the base and payload
is shown in the form of bar graphs in Figs. 4.27 to 4.32. The RMS acceleration is seen to be mitigated at
all current levels in Figures 4.27 and 4.28 with the exception of 0 A. This is because damping is
particularly low where there is no current input to the electromagnet of the damper.

Payload: 11.5 kg, RMS acceleration, 400 mVpp
Acceleration (g)

0.0425
0.042
0.0415
0.041
0.0405
0.04
0.0395
0.039
0.0385
Base

0
Payload

0.2

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

Input current (A)

Figure 4.27: Comparison of base and payload RMS values, payload: 11.5 kg, amplitude: 400 mVpp,
frequency sweep: 9-16 Hz over 60 seconds.

Payload: 14.9 kg, RMS acceleration, 400 mVpp
0.038
0.0375

Acceleration (g)

0.037
0.0365
0.036

0.0355
0.035

0.0345
0.034
0.2

0.4

Base

Payload

0.5

0.6

0.7

1

1.5

Input current (A)

Figure 4.28: Comparison of base and payload RMS values, payload: 14.9 kg, amplitude: 400 mVpp,
frequency sweep: 9-16 Hz over 60 seconds.
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The mitigation levels are particularly high when the peak values of acceleration are compared, as
seen in Figures 4.29 and 4.30. Mitigation is seen to increase to 60% or above when the input current is
increased to 0.5A or above. These results are indicative of the semi-active capability of the damper, that is
to say that the damper can be adjusted to provide a specific level of vibration isolation.

Payload: 11.5 kg, Peak acceleration, 400 mVpp
0.2

Acceleration (g)

0.18
0.16
0.14
0.12
0.1
0.08
0.06
0.04
0.02
0
0
Base

0.2
Payload

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

Input current (A)

Figure 4.29: Comparison of base and payload peak acceleration values, payload: 11.5 kg, amplitude: 400
mVpp, frequency sweep: 9-16 Hz over 60 seconds.

Payload: 14.9 kg, Peak acceleration, 400 mVpp
0.2

Acceleration (g)

0.18
0.16
0.14
0.12
0.1
0.08
0.06
0.04
0.02
0
0.2
Base

0.4
Payload

0.5

0.6

0.7

1

1.5

Input current (A)

Figure 4.30: Comparison of base and payload peak acceleration values, payload: 14.9 kg, amplitude: 400
mVpp, frequency sweep: 9-16 Hz over 60 seconds.
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Figures 4.31 and 4.32 show one more comparison between the acceleration levels of the base and
the payload with the changing excitation amplitude. As can be seen from these figures, the mitigation
stays high even with increased excitation amplitudes, particularly when the peak levels are compared, as
seen in Figure 4.32.

Payload: 11.5 kg, RMS acceleration, varied amplitudes
0.06

Acceleration (g)

0.05
0.04
0.03
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Figure 4.31: Comparison of base and payload RMS acceleration values over various amplitudes of
excitation (200, 400, 600mVpp). Frequency sweep: 9-16 Hz over 60 seconds, payload: 11.5 kg.
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Figure 4.32: Comparison of base and payload peak acceleration values over various amplitudes of
excitation (200, 400, 600mVpp). Frequency sweep: 9-16 Hz over 60 seconds, payload: 11.5 kg.
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4.4.

Conclusion

From the test results discussed in this chapter, it can be concluded that the MR damper exhibits
characteristics that demonstrate a semi-active behavior. Direct control of input current to the
electromagnet of the damper can be used to reduce the force that is transmitted to a payload due to base
excitation. The damper is seen to behave consistently with increase in the current resulting in an increase
in damping. Peak accelerations were found to be reduced by 50 to 70% in some cases, showcasing the
capability of the damper with adjustable current. The damper characterization demonstrates very little
change in stiffness. This characterization is used to build the model for calculating transmissibility. The
test setup developed for this study is reliable and robust and can be used for future testing.
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CHAPTER 5 : CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

While the existing damping technologies are pretty effective and are being widely used in
automotive and industrial applications, there is a universal pursuit for improvement in order to enhance
ergonomics and increase fatigue life. To this end, active materials are being investigated and utilized
more often to overcome limitations and constraints associated with current technologies involving passive
damping. The focus of this study has been on one such semi-active material that has shown promise,
namely magnetorheological fluid that is used in dampers.
5.1.

Research Goals

The primary goal of this research is to gain a clear understanding of a commercial MR damper
and its properties and characteristics within a range of test conditions. While these test conditions include
several variables at multiple levels, some of the extreme limits of the damper’s capabilities have not been
investigated in this study due to constraints of the test facilities. Some of these aspects of research
limitations are discussed in Section 5.3 as part of possible future scope for this study. The main influences
of multiple variables affecting the damper’s capability in mitigating vibrations are investigated and
presented in this chapter.
5.2.

Results and Observations

From the analysis of all the data collected for this study, it can be concluded that the damper
behavior is generally seen to be as per expectations of a semi-active damper. There are some exceptions
or observations that may be attributed to different reasons or a lack of extensive data. In general,
increasing the input current to the electromagnet resulted in an enhancement of vibration mitigation with
an increase in the difference between the base and payload accelerations. In many cases, however, the rise
in the current level caused a disproportionate increase in the acceleration of the base. This is exemplified
from the results in Figure 4.29 in Chapter 4, which shows peak acceleration values for a payload of 11.5
kg. The RMS values for the same data set are seen in Figure 4.27, where somewhat similar results are
shown – both base and payload are seemingly affected by a change in current, but the base is seen to be
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affected more severely than the payload. The relative increase in the acceleration levels at the base is not
proportional to the increase in the acceleration levels of the payload. The underlying reasons for this are
not completely understood and will require further investigation.
The stiffness of the damper is seen to remain constant with an increase in the input current while
the damping constant increases, as seen in Table 4.2 in Chapter 4. Although the stiffness constant may
also increase with the increasing current, this has not been observed in this study since small excitation
amplitudes have been used for base excitation. Changes in excitation frequency (within the tested range)
do not appear to have a significant effect on vibration mitigation. However, the excitation amplitude is
seen to have a direct effect on acceleration levels. In all cases, the input current supplied to the
electromagnet of the damper is seen to have a direct influence on transmitted vibration and can be used as
the control variable for the damper. The change in input current directly influences the strength of the
magnetic field, affecting the fluid’s yield strength, as discussed in Chapters 2 and 3. External factors such
as the mass of the payload are seen to have a significant influence, as seen in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. Figures
5.1 and 5.2 show the difference between the RMS accelerations of the base and the payload at multiple
levels of input current for two different payloads. The acceleration of the base is consistently higher than
the acceleration of the payload for all test cases, as seen in Figures 5.1 and 5.2, but there is no apparent
trend in the level of mitigation.
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of RMS acceleration between payload and base as a function of payload mass
and input current.
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of peak acceleration between payload and base as a function of payload mass and
input current.

Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show the effects of excitation amplitude at two different current levels (0.5 A
and 0.7 A) and at a constant payload of 11.5 kg. While the RMS acceleration is highest at the excitation
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amplitude of 400mV, there is no clear trend within this data. Further data collection may be necessary in
order to comprehend this effect.
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Figure 5.3: RMS acceleration – varying excitation amplitude, 11.5 kg payload.
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Figure 5.4: Peak acceleration – varying excitation amplitude, 11.5 kg payload.

By comparing the RMS values of the measured accelerations from the base and payload, there is
an observable trend of increased vibration mitigation with an increase in input current. This trend is
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especially noticeable when comparing the peak acceleration of the base to the payload, as in Figure 4.29,
while comparing the peak values at a payload of 11.5 kg. This can be compared to Figure 4.30, where a
payload of 14.9 kg is used and the peak accelerations are compared between the base and payload.
For the payload of 11.5 kg, the reduction in the maximum acceleration ranges from 4.2% to
47.5%. However, input current above 1 A increases the maximum acceleration. This is possibly due to a
significant increase in damping and can be corroborated from the transmissibility plots discussed in
Chapter 3. The comparison of RMS acceleration shows a mitigation ranging from 0.75% to 2.6%. This is
relatively lower than the comparison of the maximum acceleration levels since the RMS value represents
the entire time history and because base excitation is provided from 9 to 16 Hz. Similar results have been
reported in the literature for shock isolation through MR dampers. For a payload of 14.9 kg, a 29%
increase over the payload of 11.5 kg, the mitigation results range from 4.7% to 39.8% while comparing
the RMS and the maximum values of acceleration between the payload and the base. These levels of
mitigation are comparable to the performance with the lower payload. This test serves as a validation of
the capability of the MR damper in dealing with variable payloads due to its inherent ability to adjust
damping levels.
It can be concluded that the experimental setup and the test method developed for this study are
robust and can be replicated for a similar study of vibration mitigation. The setup also allows for easy and
efficient changes of payload, as well as the simple adjustments to the excitation levels and input current to
the damper. The influence of variables such as payload mass, excitation amplitude and excitation
frequency has been successfully assessed through the setup designed for this study. It is found that the
damper is robust and is capable of handling payload and excitation variability. The semi-active nature of
the MR damper is a key attribute, meaning that the damper continues to be functional even if the control
circuit and the electromagnet fail.
With regards to the data collected from this study, it may be necessary to investigate other
measures of quantification of acceleration over a large period in time. While the RMS values of
acceleration are convenient and provide one value, they may not adequately represent the results. The
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peak values of acceleration are convenient to use but they only represent one value of acceleration in the
entire time history and could, therefore, be misleading. The choice of the appropriate range of excitation
frequency is important in any vibration testing. In this study, the range of excitation frequency has been
selected to be well above the natural frequency (around 1 Hz) in order to evaluate vibration mitigation at
high frequency ratios (9 and above). However, this may not capture the needs of some systems and needs
to be evaluated carefully on a case-by-case basis.
5.3.

Future Work

There are several directions that the future work with the MR damper could take. A direct
continuation of this research would be to simply continue collecting data at multiple additional settings in
order to verify the repeatability of the data presented, and to statistically determine any trends that may be
present. An important aspect of this line of continuation would be to use excitation frequency as a factor
at multiple levels instead of using a frequency sweep. This would significantly increase the amount of
data collection, but could provide more insight into the capability of the damper. There is a significant
difference between the peak and RMS values of acceleration, as expected. It may be worth investigating a
more consistent method of simplifying and reporting the acceleration values, or modifying the test
method for that purpose. This modification may in fact be necessary to run a statistical analysis on the
various input factors.
Future work could involve the investigation of a control algorithm for the damper. This could
potentially quantify the outputs from properly placed accelerometers and adjust the current to the damper
accordingly, resulting in an actively adjusting damping system in a closed loop. Current literature outlines
various control schemes and methods but the control algorithms are non-trivial since the damping level is
not directly controlled and is dependent on multiple variables. The experimental setup developed in this
study can be used for this purpose.
Other future work can include a continued investigation into the damper’s capabilities with
further investigation under a broader range of frequencies, for instance between 10 and 500 Hz with
multiple higher payloads. This study could include higher displacement amplitudes, but that would
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require another shaker table. The use of a shock dynamometer would allow testing the damper at higher
displacements amplitudes (at the expense of higher frequencies), this could greatly expand the scope of
the research. Other areas of work could include an investigation of environmental effects such as
temperature. It is known that the MR damper exhibits a strong temperature dependent behavior. An
investigation of the damper’s performance across a broad range of temperatures would be useful for any
real-life application of the damper. Durability and fatigue testing of the damper at multiple duty cycles
could provide valuable information during the selection process of a suitable damper. During the course
of this study, the damper was never excited continuously for more than ten minutes at a given time. This
limited usage does not represent the needs of an application that may involve more than a million cycles
of operation. The use of the damper can also be investigated for specific applications. One such study is
being currently undertaken by a fellow graduate student in our research group that involves the use of MR
dampers in a motorcycle suspension system.
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APPENDIX A: MATLAB PROGRAMS

All the MATLAB programs developed and used for this study are provided in Appendix A.
The following MATLAB program provides an example of the post-processing and analysis that
has been performed after collecting the accelerometer data.

% Data - description of data set
aa=xlsread('name of excel file');
aa_base=aa(:,2)/10; %column 2 in the excel file is channel 0, base
%[B,A] = butter(6,50/800,'low');
[B,A] = butter(6,[5/800 140/800]);
%h = fvtool(B,A);
a_base=filter(B,A,aa_base);
rms_base_static=norm(a_base)/sqrt(length(a_base)-1)
max_base_static=max(abs(a_base))
aa_payload=aa(:,3)/10; %column 3 in the excel file is channel 1, payload
%[B,A] = butter(6,50/800,'low');
[B,A] = butter(6,[5/800 140/800]);
a_payload=filter(B,A,aa_payload);
rms_payload_static=norm(a_payload)/sqrt(length(a_payload)-1)
max_payload_static=max(abs(a_payload))
figure,plot(aa(:,1),abs(a_base),'g',aa(:,1),abs(a_payload),'r'),grid
legend('Table','Payload'),xlabel('Time (s)'), ylabel('Acceleration (g)')
title('Title of plot') %
xlim([5 100])
Fs=1600;
L=length(a_base);
y_b=a_base;
NFFT=2^nextpow2(L);
y_bf=fft(y_b,NFFT)/L;
f_b=Fs/2*linspace(0,1,NFFT/2+1);
% rms_bf=norm(y_bf)/sqrt(length(y_bf)-1)
L=length(a_payload);
y_p=a_payload;
NFFT=2^nextpow2(L);
y_pf=fft(y_p,NFFT)/L;
f_p=Fs/2*linspace(0,1,NFFT/2+1);
% rms_pf=norm(y_pf)/sqrt(length(y_pf)-1)
figure,semilogx(f_b,2*abs(y_bf(1:NFFT/2+1)),'g') % plots frerquency response,
x-axis is a logarithmic scale
hold on
semilogx(f_p,2*abs(y_pf(1:NFFT/2+1)),'r'),grid
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legend('Table','Payload'),xlabel('Frequency (Hz)'),ylabel('Frequency
Response')
%xlim([1 100])
title('title of plot')
figure,plot(f_b,2*abs(y_bf(1:NFFT/2+1)),'g') % plots frerquency response, xaxis is a linear scale
hold on
plot(f_p,2*abs(y_pf(1:NFFT/2+1)),'r'),grid
legend('Table','Payload'),xlabel('Frequency (Hz)'),ylabel('Frequency
Response')
title('title of plot')
%figure, plot(f_p,(abs(y_pf(1:NFFT/2+1))./abs(y_bf(1:NFFT/2+1)))'),grid
%figure, semilogx(f_p,(abs(y_pf(1:NFFT/2+1))./abs(y_bf(1:NFFT/2+1)))'),grid
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Transmissibility
Ta=a_payload./a_base;
Fs=1600;
L=length(Ta);
NFFT=2^nextpow2(L);
Taf=fft(Ta,NFFT)/L;
Taff=Fs/2*linspace(0,1,NFFT/2+1);
figure, semilogx(Taff,2*abs(Taf(1:NFFT/2+1))),grid
xlim([5 100])
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)'),ylabel('Acceleration Transmissibility')

figure, scatter(a_base,a_payload),grid % scatter plot of acceleration values
xlim([-0.2 0.2]),ylim([-0.2 0.2])
xlabel('Table acceleration (g)'),ylabel('Payload acceleration (g)')
title('title of plot')
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The following MATLAB program has been used to generate Figures 3.3 and 3.4, the theoretical
models for force and displacement transmissibility for the MR damper at various current levels.
% Transmissibility
m=10;%kg
k=0.1*1000;% N/m
c=0;
zeta=c/(2*sqrt(m*k));
wn=sqrt(k/m);
T=[];Tf=[];
for r=0:0.1:15;
t=sqrt((1+(2*zeta*r)^2)/((1-r^2)^2+(2*zeta*r)^2));
tf=r^2*t;
T=[T t];Tf=[Tf tf];
end
figure, plot(0:0.1:15,T,'--rs','LineWidth',2),grid
hold on
k=0.1*1000;% N/m
c=2.5;%N-s/m
zeta=c/(2*sqrt(m*k));
wn=sqrt(k/m);
T0=[];T0f=[];
for r=0:0.1:15;
t=sqrt((1+(2*zeta*r)^2)/((1-r^2)^2+(2*zeta*r)^2));
t0f=r^2*t;
T0=[T0 t];T0f=[T0f t0f];
end
plot(0:0.1:15,T0,'-b','LineWidth',2)
hold on
k=0.15*1000;% N/m
c=20;%N-s/m
zeta=c/(2*sqrt(m*k));
wn=sqrt(k/m);
T0_5=[];T0_5f=[];
for r=0:0.1:15;
t=sqrt((1+(2*zeta*r)^2)/((1-r^2)^2+(2*zeta*r)^2));
t0_5f=r^2*t;
T0_5=[T0_5 t];T0_5f=[T0_5f t0_5f];
end
plot(0:0.1:15,T0_5,'c','LineWidth',2)
hold on
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k=0.15*1000;% N/m
c=30;%N-s/m
zeta=c/(2*sqrt(m*k));
wn=sqrt(k/m);
T1=[];T1f=[];
for r=0:0.1:15;
t=sqrt((1+(2*zeta*r)^2)/((1-r^2)^2+(2*zeta*r)^2));
t1f=r^2*t;
T1=[T1 t];T1f=[T1f t1f];
end
plot(0:0.1:15,T1,'-.k','LineWidth',2)
hold on
k=0.15*1000;% N/m
c=37.5;%N-s/m
zeta=c/(2*sqrt(m*k));
wn=sqrt(k/m);
T1_5=[];T1_5f=[];
for r=0:0.1:15;
t=sqrt((1+(2*zeta*r)^2)/((1-r^2)^2+(2*zeta*r)^2));
t1_5f=r^2*t;
T1_5=[T1_5 t];T1_5f=[T1_5f t1_5f];
end
plot(0:0.1:15,T1_5,'-*g','LineWidth',2),ylim([0 3]),xlim([0 5])
legend('Undamped','0A','0.5A','1A','1.5A'),xlabel('Frequency ratio
\omega/\omega_n'),ylabel('T_d'),title('Displacement Transmissibility')
figure,plot(0:0.1:15,T0,'-b',0:0.1:15,T0_5,'c',0:0.1:15,T1,'.k',0:0.1:15,T1_5,'-*g','LineWidth',2),grid
ylim([0 3]),xlim([0 5])
legend('0A','0.5A','1A','1.5A'),xlabel('Frequency ratio
\omega/\omega_n'),ylabel('T_d'),title('Displacement Transmissibility')
figure,plot(0:0.1:15,Tf,'--rs',0:0.1:15,T0f,'b',0:0.1:15,T0_5f,'c',0:0.1:15,T1f,'-.k',0:0.1:15,T1_5f,'*g','LineWidth',2),grid
ylim([0 3]),xlim([0 5])
legend('Undamped','0A','0.5A','1A','1.5A'),xlabel('Frequency ratio
\omega/\omega_n'),ylabel('T_f'),title('Force Transmissibility')
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The following MATLAB program has been used to analyze and plot the data collected from the
tensile testing, and subsequently used to characterize the damper.
data_1 = xlsread('Data_1');
t1 = data_1(:,1); % time in seconds
x1 = data_1(:,2); % displacement in mm
xdot1=diff(x1)/0.1;
xdot1=[0; xdot1];
f1 = data_1(:,3); % force in N (also called kgf)
figure, plot(x1,f1),grid,ylim([0 20])
xlabel('Displacement (mm)'), ylabel('Force (N)')
title('Damper Characteristics - 0A')
figure, scatter(xdot1,f1),grid
xlabel('Velocity (mm/s)'), ylabel('Force (N)')
title('Damper Characteristics - 0A')
data_2 = xlsread('Data_2');
t2 = data_2(:,1); % time in seconds
x2 = data_2(:,2); % displacement in mm
xdot2=diff(x2)/0.1;
xdot2=[0; xdot2];
f2 = data_2(:,3); % force in N
figure, plot(x2,f2),grid,ylim([0 20])
xlabel('Displacement (mm)'), ylabel('Force (N)')
title('Damper Characteristics - 0.5A')
figure, scatter(xdot2,f2),grid
xlabel('Velocity (mm/s)'), ylabel('Force (N)')
title('Damper Characteristics - 0.5A')
data_3 = xlsread('Data_3');
t3 = data_3(:,1); % time in seconds
x3 = data_3(:,2); % displacement in mm
xdot3=diff(x3)/0.1;
xdot3=[0; xdot3];
f3 = data_3(:,3); % force in N
figure, plot(x3,f3),grid,ylim([0 20])
xlabel('Displacement (mm)'), ylabel('Force (N)')
title('Damper Characteristics - 1.5A')
figure, scatter(xdot3,f3),grid
xlabel('Velocity (mm/s)'), ylabel('Force (N)')
title('Damper Characteristics - 1.5A')

data_4 = xlsread('Data_4');
t4 = data_4(:,1); % time in seconds
x4 = data_4(:,2); % displacement in mm
xdot4=diff(x4)/0.1;
xdot4=[0; xdot4];
f4 = data_4(:,3); % force in N
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figure, plot(x4,f4),grid,ylim([0 20])
xlabel('Displacement (mm)'), ylabel('Force (N)')
title('Damper Characteristics - 1A')
figure, scatter(xdot4,f4),grid
xlabel('Velocity (mm/s)'), ylabel('Force (N)')
title('Damper Characteristics - 1A')
figure,plot(x1,f1,x2,f2,x4,f4,x3,f3,'LineWidth',2),grid,ylim([0 20])
legend('0A','0.5A','1A','1.5A')
xlabel('Displacement (mm)'), ylabel('Force (N)')
title('Damper Characteristics')
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APPENDIX B: SPECIFICATIONS AND DATA SHEETS

Appendix B provides the specification sheets for the main equipment used during this research.
The specification sheets for the damper, the controller kit, the power amplifier, the accelerometer and the
shaker table are included for reference.
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